
Unison is a market leading platform for managing integrated alarm and access systems. Unison 
uses the latest technology and offers a powerful and user friendly solution that suits all types of 
businesses and organizations.

PACOM UNISON

PACOM Unison is designed to provide easily managed administration of several underlying security systems. Unison cleverly 
acts as a “bridge” between the integrated alarm and access system and other sub-systems. Unison has support for automatic 
upload of configuration data. When integrating with an access control system, the task of manually programming hundreds, 
if not thousands, of different objects is time consuming, repetitive and tedious. Unison intelligently uploads the configuration 
minimizing data entry and programming errors and significantly speeding up commissioning.

PACOM 8002 CONTROLLER

PACOM 8002 controllers are your best choice for a fully scalable alarm and access control system. PACOM 8002 controllers 
deliver an optimal, all-in-one building platform that integrates all functionality required for a remote security system. PACOM 
8002 controllers handle users, codes, access, time schedules and alarm areas directly from Unison. The modular architecture 
make PACOM 8002 controllers simple to install, configure, expand and integrate along with your increasing future needs. With 
a built-in network and intelligent features for intrusion alarm, this unit is a fully integrated security controller. 

Received in Unison client
All type of alarms 
Error messages
Duress code
Output status
Input status
Alarm area status
Voltage error
Battery level

Managed from Unison client
Users and codes
Door environments
Access
Time schedules
Alarm areas
Alarm management
Macro programming
Synchronization of date and time
Hardware configuration
Battery testing

Supports automatic upload of 
configuration to Unison.
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PACOM 8002 controller supports up to 64 readers, 002  000 local users (with memory module), 256 inputs, 64 outputs, 32 
alarm areas.

With built-in networking and intelligent features for alarm handling and access control, this device is a fully integrated 
security solution approved according to SSF 1014 Alarm class 2 and EN50131-3 Grade 3.

The dual-flash memory allows the software in the control panel to be updated without disruption. This, together with the 
possibility to scalable handle inputs and outputs with expansion cards, makes PACOM 8002 the ideal choice for an integrated 
security system. 

COMPATIBILITY

PACOM 8002 FW 1.16a 
Unison v.5.8

ORDERING INFORMATION

 PART NUMBER TYPE CODE DESCRIPTION
110 001 001 USN-STD Unison Standard. Includes support for one Unison client workstation.

110 001 002 USN-ENT Unison Enterprise. Includes support for one Unison client workstation.

110 002 003 USN-ACM Unison Access Module. Includes support for 10 doors.

110 003 003 USN-ACM-10 Unison license for 10 additional doors.

110 002 002 USN-ALM Unison Alarm Module. Includes support for 50 alarm points.

110 003 002 USN-ALM-50 Unison license for 50 additional alarm points.
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